
SWAGR



S IT WITH SWAGR

Sometimes, seating should have as much personality as the people using it. That’s why there’s 

Swagr. Perfectly fit for collaborative touchdown areas, Swagr is playful, movable, colorful, and 

creative. If you’re not having a good time, you’re not doing it right.

SWAGR COLLABORAT IVE SETT ING

FOUR ON THE FLOOR

Swagr comprises a quartet, each unique in its own way. 

They work great on their own and even better together—

just like the people using them.

F IT  FOR THE TASK

Bring a laptop. Bring a coffee. Bring a book. Bring what 

inspires you. Whatever you do throughout the day, 

Swagr’s the way to do it.
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ABOUT THE DESIGNER 
5D STUDIO

SWAGR LOUNGE SETT ING

HAVE A SEAT  
AND HAVE FUN 

DOING IT

Swagr brings levity to any space and situation. Inspired 

by the tendency of people to retreat to more casual 

sitting areas for everyday tasks, Swagr offers a happy 

medium between office chairs and more informal seats 

like ottomans or bean bag chairs. 

 

The result is a whimsical family of seating made to fit 

everywhere from group spaces and lounge areas to 

private offices, conference rooms, classrooms, and more.

5D Studio comprises a multidisciplinary team that’s passionate  

about all aspects of design. For Swagr, 5D Studio drew inspiration  

from Millennials and their comfort with informal sitting surfaces. 

Recognizing this, along with the need for a shape and form that 

supported the user, the designers incorporated play through  

motion and styling, encouraging multiple sitting positions.

Low Lounge Chair

Stool

Saddle Seat

Reversible Seat

GET TO KNOW THE GROUP

Low Lounge Chair*

Get low and relaxed in this bean bag-like lounger.  

Reversible Seat*

Make yourself comfy while facing forward or turn 
around and use the back of this saddle-like seat. 
 

Stool

Rather than a static high chair, opt for this more casual 
stool-height perch.  

Saddle Seat* 

Sit back, start rocking, and tackle the task at hand.

*Also available in mobile version with hidden casters


